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     COMMUNICATION SKILLS AS AN EFFECTIVE RESOURCE FOR LEARNERS 

Webinar Organisers: 

• Department of English, SAS, AV, Campus, Paiyanoor, Chengalpattu District. 

Webinar Co-ordinator: 

• Mrs. S. Padma Ragam (H.O.D /English) 

Date: February 25th 2021 

Time: 10am-11.30am 

Venue: 

• Webinar (Individual Participation done on the basis of Registration) 

• Session - (10am to 11.30am) 

Number of Attendees: 

• Total Participants Attended the Webinar- 62 

Resource Person of the Webinar: 

 Dr. Harshini 

 Hindustan College of Arts and Science, 

 Chennai. 

 

 

Overview: 

On record, the One day Webinar on the topic “ COMMUNICATION SKILLS AS 

AN EFFECTIVE RESOURCE FOR LEARNERS” organized on 25th of February by the 

Department of English SAS, AV, Campus took reverence and joy in addressing the key 

notespeaker of the day Dr. Harshini, from Hindustan College, Chennai. The webinar began 

top notch at 10am that included a welcome felicitation by the Department Head, Mrs. S. 

PadmaRagam of SAS. Followed by the session was taken over in time by the speaker 

explaining the Artefacts of Communication and its daily usage in practical life. The entire 

session was captured with multiple perspectives displayed with creative PowerPoint slides 

simple and succinct. The session over took the importance of Communication Skills as a 

resourceful etiquette for learners globally. Creative PPT’s, Audio and Video Clippings were 

displayed exhibiting E-Notes and E-exercises for participants to enjoy the inputs displayed. 



Interactions were the boons of the session that ignited the participants on adequate resources 

required to develop ESL Learners globally. Contents on Communication Skills were an 

enriching talk of the day. The Director and Dean of SAS, VMRF, Dr, R. Shanmugavalli 

welcomed the gathering thanking all the department heads, Faculty and students from various 

colleges and institutions. The one hour talk ended with an open pace of student cum faculty 

interactions succinctly.  

The session exposed the loop holes of how effective communication can be efficient 

through easy tools of strategies applications and methods practiced in the long run. Focus was 

given on ESL learners to identify their weakness and develop their strengths. To conclude the 

whole two hours of Webinar developed a platform of motivation to second language learner’s 

awareness that adapting a different language is a change that changes a life and its 

dimensions of living in tranquillity. 

Vote of Thanks: 

 The vote of thanks was gestured by Dr. Honoureen Beatrice Gamble, Assistant 

Professor, Department of English, VMRF, SAS, AV, Campus, Paiyanoor, Chennai. 

Gratifying words were showered on behalf of the Management SAS, Organizing Committee, 

and deep admiration to every participant for having spent their worthy time in making the 

webinar a real juncture of learning to communicating. 

Credits of the Webinar: 

• Questions were open to all 

• Feedback links were given for every participant as an evaluation of the Webinar 

E- Certificate were given to every participant based on filling the feedback form 

 
 


